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Tossups

1. A thought experiment about John Malkovich opens a book by Susanna Siegel that discusses the “content
view” of this process. This process with respect to an object F is recast as one performing this process F-ly in
adverbialism. Jerry Fodor used the Müller-Lyer effect to argue that the systems that perform this process are
informationally encapsulated. Russell and Moore held that this process produced genuine mental objects that
they termed (*) “data.” The view that this process gives us a direct understanding of external objects is called naive
realism. Secondary qualities are known through this process in the philosophy of John Locke, who argued that this
process produces imprints on the tabula rasa. Empiricists hold that all knowledge is produced by, for 10 points,
what process, whose forms include seeing and hearing?
ANSWER: perception [or word forms; accept sensation, experience, or observation or word forms; accept seeing
or visual experience until “seeing” is read]
<MB, Philosophy>

2. Emily Bissel raised money for this purpose in the US by designing Danish-influenced “Christmas Seals.” A
building called the Villa in Asheville, North Carolina was the first American building built for this purpose.
Dr. John Croghan (“CROW-in”) placed people in slave-built stone cabins in Mammoth Cave for this purpose.
This purpose inspired Edward Livingston Trudeau to build “cure cottages” at (*) Saranac Lake. Sick people
traveled to camps in Arizona for this purpose, hoping that the desert air would cure the “Great White Plague.” The
sanatorium movement was founded for this purpose, which sought to help victims known as “lungers.” For 10
points, name this cause, which sought to help people afflicted with an infectious lung disease also known as
consumption.
ANSWER: treating tuberculosis [accept treating TB; accept treating consumption until read; accept treating
phthisis; prompt on treating White Plague until read; prompt on medical treatment or medicine or treatment or
treating diseases or curing sick people by asking, “For what disease?”]
<KT, American History>

3. This poet pleads, “When they dislocate my Brain! / Amputate my freckled Bosom!” in the poem
“Rearrange a ‘Wife’s’ Affection!” This poet described “Rowing in Eden” in a poem whose speaker shouts,
“Done with the Compass– / Done with the Chart!” before exclaiming “Might I but moor–tonight– / In thee!”
Susan (*) Gilbert’s name was erased from letters sent by this poet, who was described as a “virgin recluse” after
writing the erotic poem “Wild nights–Wild nights!” This poet imagines an “admiring Bog” in a poem that sees “a
pair of us! Don't tell!” A carriage takes this poet “towards Immortality” after this poet sees a figure “kindly stopped
for me.” For 10 points, name this poet of “I'm Nobody! Who are you?” and “Because I could not stop for Death–.”
ANSWER: Emily Dickinson [or Emily Elizabeth Dickinson]
<CM, American Literature>

4. This quantity’s radial dependence can be too “cuspy” when modeling spherical dark matter halos with the
Navarro-Frenk-White profile. “Dust” solutions to the Einstein field equations are characterized only by this
quantity, which is the 00 (“zero-zero”) term of the stress-energy tensor. Waves of this quantity in the plasma
of the early universe left behind remnants called baryon acoustic oscillations. This quantity and pressure
describe stellar interiors modeled as perfect (*) fluids. A “critical” value of this quantity is needed for a flat



universe. An incompressible fluid has a uniform value of this quantity. Along with the gravitational field, this
quantity is infinite at a singularity, because all the mass is concentrated at one point. For 10 points, give this quantity
symbolized “rho,” the mass per unit volume.
ANSWER: energy density [or mass density or mass-energy density; do not accept or prompt on “mass” or “energy”
alone; prompt on rho until read]
<VD, Physics>

5. A two-gourd instrument from this place marks the beats u (“ooh”) and te by being hit into the ground and
struck twice. A farewell song from this place opens with the ascending melody “short G, A, C, F.” The
Portuguese braguinha (“bra-GHEEN-ya”) gave way to an instrument from this place whose nylon strings are
tuned “G, C, E, A.” That instrument is featured on a medley of (*) “Somewhere Over the Rainbow” and “What
a Wonderful World” that earned a musician from this place world fame. Chanters in this place play drums such as
the ipu and the pahu, which was once kept in a heiau (“HAY-ao”). A musician from this place nicknamed IZ had a
state funeral at its ‘Iolani Palace. For 10 points, Lili‘uokalani (“LEE-lee-OOH-oh-kah-LAH-nee”) composed many
songs as queen of what archipelago home to the ‘ukulele?
ANSWER: Hawaiʻi [or Hawaiian Islands; prompt on Polynesian Triangle or Oceania or Pacific Ocean; accept
specific islands like the Big Island, O‘ahu, Maui, Moloka‘i, Kaua‘i, Lāna‘i, Ni‘ihau or Kaho‘olawe; accept
Sandwich Islands] (The unnamed song in the second sentence is “Aloha Oe” by Queen Lili‘uokalani.)
<JE, Auditory Arts>

6. One of these devices is needed to induce a form of chemiluminescence exhibited by TPrA coupled to
Ru(bpy)3 (“ru-bippy-three”). Allen J. Bard’s SECM technique uses one of these devices as the tip. One of
these devices inside a micropipette is used in a patch clamp to study living cells. A large diffusion layer and
high scan rate can be achieved by using an “ultramicro-” one of these devices. Ion-selective (*) glass examples
of these devices are used as pH probes. Reference, counter, and working types of these devices are used in the setup
for cyclic voltammetry. Reduction potentials are defined with respect to the platinum “standard hydrogen” one of
these devices. For 10 points, name these devices that make up an electrochemical cell, which can be cathodes or
anodes.
ANSWER: electrodes [accept cathode or anode until read]
<EG, Chemistry>

7. One character in this novel is offered one hundred gold pieces, only accepting one, and then murders his
mistress when she demands all one hundred. Another character in this novel leaves his blind mother to fetch
water for her, then returns to discover that she has been eaten. Later chapters of this novel diverge in its
“simple” and “complex” editions. A character in this novel who drinks 18 bowls of wine, then beats a (*) tiger
to death, later appears in the sexually graphic novel The Plum in the Golden Vase. After being appointed Grand
Marshal, the villainous Gāo Qiú attempts to eliminate this novel’s central group, which is made up of “Earthly
Fiends” and “Heavenly Spirits.” For 10 points, name this 14th-century Chinese novel that follows a group of 108
bandits known as the Stars of Destiny.
ANSWER: The Water Margin [or Shuǐ Hǔ Zhuàn or Outlaws of the Marsh or All Men Are Brothers]
<JS, World Literature>

8. A test of this statement by Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler observed how the endowment effect caused
subjects to violate this statement. Guido Calabresi developed the “invariance” version of this statement; the
most common formulation of this statement is the “efficiency” version. Joseph Farrell claims that the
“bumbling bureaucrat” causes this statement to be untrue in reality. This statement was not explicated in its
original paper and was only singled out for distinction later by George (*) Stigler. The economist who
developed this statement proposed it as an alternative to Pigouvian taxation. For 10 points, name this theorem, first



conceived of in “The Problem of Social Cost,” which states that under optimal conditions, bargaining will resolve
negative externalities.
ANSWER: Coase theorem [accept Coase’s theorem]
<KJ, Social Science: Economics>

9. The Pri Etz Hadar contains the oldest instructions for an event with this name whose participants ritually
drink white wine. At an event with this name, anger, wrath, indignation, trouble, and a Band of Evil Angels
are discussed as part of an episode summarized by the mnemonic “Detzak, Adash, Beahab” (“beh-ah-HAB”).
Readings from the Zohar are paired with carob, dates, and other fruits at an event with this name on Tu
BiShvat (“TOO bish-VAHT”). The songs “Adir (“AH-deer”) Hu” and (*) “Chad Gadya” (“HAHD god-YA”)
reaffirm God’s supremacy at an event with this name, after the first counting of the Omer. The youngest child at one
event with this name asks, “Why is this night different from all other nights?” to preface the Four Questions, which
are asked after the afikoman is set aside. For 10 points, the Exodus is retold at a ritual Passover feast with what
name?
ANSWER: seder [accept Tu BiShvat Seder; accept Passover Seder or Pesach Seder] (“DeTzaK, ADaSh,
BeAHaB” is Rabbi Yehuda’s mnemonic for the Hebrew names of the Ten Plagues.)
<JE, Beliefs>

10. During this decade, Henry Leclerc defended six men, including Charles Hoffman, on trial for their roles
in the Charles III (“three”) prison riots in Nancy. The development of Jean Bertin’s Aérotrain was canceled
during this decade in favor of the Zébulon prototype built by the SNCF. At the end of this decade, Hamida
Djandoubi, the last recipient of the (*) death penalty in France, was executed. A high-speed rail network later
served by the TGV was constructed during this decade. The publication of the Manifesto of the 343 during this
decade prompted health minister Simone Veil to push reforms to legalize abortion. For 10 points, name this decade
during which Valéry Giscard d’Estaing led France through the end of Les Trentes Glorieuses, a thirty-year period of
economic growth after World War II.
ANSWER: 1970s
<GP, European History>

11. High serum interferon-alpha activity is a heritable risk factor for this condition, and its administration, or
that of procainamide, isoniazid, or hydralazine, can cause drug-induced versions of this condition.
Glomerular capillaries thicken due to deposition of immune complexes in “wire-loops” characteristic of this
disease’s nephritis. Antimalarials and DMARDs can treat flares of this non-RA condition often induced by (*)
UV exposure. High anti-Smith or anti-dsDNA antibodies strongly indicate this condition that notoriously manifests
with nonspecific symptoms like joint pain and fatigue. This autoimmune disease is nine times more common in
women than men. For 10 points, name this autoimmune disease whose classic presentation is a butterfly-shaped rash
across the face.
ANSWER: lupus [or systemic lupus erythematosus; or SLE; drug-induced lupus erythematosus; or lupus
nephritis] (Lupus’s massive variation in presentation and resultant difficulty to diagnose is the reason for the running
“It’s never lupus!” gag on House M.D.)
<AY, Biology>

12. A “professional busybody” in a play from this period is imprisoned because he talks too much, but he is
freed by a mob who thinks that he is king. A character from this period repeatedly asks why he has less
liberty than beasts, birds, and fish before threatening to kill two eavesdroppers. At a wedding in a play from
this period, a man with a (*) crossbow arrests a peasant who earlier prevented the commander’s assault of a
woman. Rosaura’s honor is restored in a play from this period by a prince who was locked in a tower by King
Basilio, Segismundo. Laurencia rallies the town to kill the Grand Commander Fernán Gómez in a play from this



period, Fuenteovejuna. For 10 points, name this literary period that included playwrights Pedro Calderón de la Barca
and Lope de Vega.
ANSWER: Spanish Golden Age [or Golden Century; or Siglo de Oro; prompt on Golden Age; prompt on 16th or
17th century] (The plays are Life is a Dream and Fuenteovejuna.)
<DC, European Literature>

13. In this modern-day country, Fred Wendorf’s team unearthed a large cow-shaped rock and cattle bones
under stone tumuli at Nabta Playa. Pink teeth provide evidence for the strangulation of servants in this
country as part of a retainer sacrifice performed for the dead King Aha. A bull-tailed man holds a hoe next to
a scorpion glyph in a scene from a pear-shaped (*) mace head found in this country, where false doors were
placed within mud-brick tombs called mastabas. The unification of this country was symbolized by a king wearing
both red and white crowns on either side of the Narmer Palette. A structure in this country named for Djoser was
designed by Imhotep. For 10 points, name this country where a large ship belonging to Khufu was found near the
Great Pyramid.
ANSWER: Egypt [or Arab Republic of Egypt or Jumhuriyat Misr al-Arabiyyah]
<KT, Ancient History / Archaeology>

14. It’s not Portuguese, but this language has been found to have thirteen rhotic allophones, including the
Gooise (“HOY-suh”) “r” prevalent among young women. The mnemonic ‘t kofschip (“uht KOFE-skip”) is
used when conjugating verbs in the past tense in this language. It's not Swedish, but this language has
coalesced its three genders into two, unlike a neighboring language. This language coexists alongside Sranan
Tongo in one of the three countries where it is official. (*) Tussentaal is an “intermediate language” between this
standard language and related lects such as Limburgish and Brabantian. In this language, the digraph ‘ij’ (“I-J”) is
treated as a single letter for capitalization and is spelled ‘y’ in a daughter language spoken in Cape Town. For 10
points, Afrikaans is descended from what official language of the Netherlands?
ANSWER: Dutch [or Nederlands or Nederlandic]
<AS, Social Science: Linguistics>

15. One of these places consists of two curving pyramidal structures and a series of irregular buttresses, all
colored white. During the crépissage festival, the mud-brick walls of another of these places are annually
re-plastered. Ostrich eggs top three towers featuring toron, or bundles of scaffolding rods protruding at
regular intervals, at that example of these places built in a (*) Sudano-Sahelian style. Numerous painted tulip
designs adorn the walls of another of these places. A “great” one of these places stands at Djenné (“jen-AY”). Six
pencil-like towers surround one of these places nicknamed for the blue color of its tiles. A niche found in a wall at
these places faces the qibla. For 10 points, name these houses of worship, flanked by minarets from which Muslims
are called to prayer.
ANSWER: mosques [or masjid or jami’; accept the Great Mosque of Djenné; accept the Larabanga Mosque;
accept the Blue Mosque]
<AY, Other Arts: Architecture>

16. Port officials detained this polity’s ambassador Antonio Manuel ne Vunda for three years, preventing him
from detailing clerical abuses to Pope Paul V. European settlers incited the Jaga Wars over claims to an island
in this polity that supplied brown sea snail shells for a currency. While leading a heretical movement in this
polity, Dona Beatriz claimed to be possessed by Saint Anthony of Padua. Christian and (*) Imbangala factions
vied for control of this polity, which circulated the nzimbu, in a civil war after the death of Queen Nzinga. King
Nzinga Mvemba converted to Christianity, renamed this polity’s capital São Salvador, and adopted the regnal name
Afonso I. For 10 points, name this kingdom centered on the mouth of a namesake central African river.
ANSWER: Kingdom of Kongo [or Wene wa Kongo]
<GP, World History>



17. Luke Lorentzen examined the for-profit private sector of these things in Mexico City in the documentary
Midnight Family. The Hatzalah formed in order to operate these things in Yiddish-speaking communities in
New York City. The operation of informal examples of these things in North America often follows the “scoop
and run” model. Freedom House developed a system of these things to serve the African-American
community of Pittsburgh, replacing (*) police operation of these vehicles. “Surprise” bills from the use of these
vehicles arise when private companies such as American Medical Response do not take a patient’s insurance. For 10
points, name these vehicles that American EMTs use to respond to 911 calls.
ANSWER: ambulances [prompt on police cars or cop cars or squad cars until “police” is read by asking, “What
other vehicles were the police cars operating as?”]
<GP, Other Academic>

18. This character claims to keep a journal of amusing aesthetic ruminations, such as “is a chair finely made
tragic or comic?” This character feels an “outburst of profane joy” upon encountering a young woman
wading in the sea. At the end of a series of short diary entries, this character writes that he will “go to
encounter for the millionth time the reality of experience.” A prefect accuses this character of intentionally (*)
breaking his own glasses in order to avoid schoolwork. This character listens to a terrifying sermon on eternal
damnation from one of his instructors at Clongowes (“CLONG-goze”) Wood College named Father Arnall. This
character calls God a “shout in the street” in a novel that analogizes him to Telemachus. For 10 points, name this
protagonist of A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man by James Joyce.
ANSWER: Stephen Dedalus [or Stephen Dedalus; accept either] (The novel in the second-to-last sentence is
Ulysses.)
<HG, British Literature>

19. Correlated k-distribution methods and line-by-line integration are used to parametrize this process.
Chandrasekhar developed his H-function to model this process in plane-parallel atmospheres. This process’s
intensity is calculated with the Eddington approximation in general circulation models, in which it is the main
non-fluid transport process. The temperature profile of the atmosphere is derived by assuming this process is
in equilibrium with (*) convection. Climate “forcing” changes the atmosphere’s energy flux from this process,
which provides the dominant input and output to Earth’s energy budget. Thermal longwave emissions from this
process at the Earth’s surface are absorbed and reemitted by greenhouse gases. For 10 points, identify this form of
heat transfer from electromagnetic waves.
ANSWER: thermal radiation [accept radiative transfer; accept solar, terrestrial, shortwave, longwave, or
blackbody radiation]
<VD, Other Science: Earth Science>

20. An artist of this ethnicity listens anxiously to the radio over breakfast with her brother in one entry from a
series of pen and ink drawings. In one image, people of this ethnicity line up at a white cemetery monument,
which “suggests eternity” in a depiction of it outlined against mountains. Girls of this ethnicity extend their
arms in calisthenic exercises in another photo. An artist of this ethnicity published the graphic novel (*)
Citizen 13660 (“1-3-6-6-0”). A flagpole rises between two rows of buildings meant for members of this ethnicity in
a Dorothea Lange photo. People of this ethnicity play baseball in an image from Born Free and Equal. For 10
points, Ansel Adams, Miné Okubo, and Toyo Miyatake documented experiences of what ethnicity at internment
camps like Manzanar?
ANSWER: Japanese American [prompt on Japanese or American; prompt on Asian American] (The first line clues
Citizen 13660; the cemetery monument is seen in photographs by Toyo Miyatake and Ansel Adams.)
<AY, Visual Arts>



Bonuses

1. One composer paid homage to the Huichol, Yaqui, and Seri peoples of his home country by including nonstandard
percussion instruments such as the tenabari and grijutian (“gree-HOO-tee-ahn”) in this piece. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this one-movement symphony. This symphony’s live premiere also included its composer’s preceding
Antigone Symphony.
ANSWER: Sinfonía india [or Indian Symphony or Carlos Chávez’s Symphony No. 2]
[10e] Sinfonía india’s composer, Carlos Chávez, first forayed into indigenous music in pieces about this culture like
El fuego nuevo. Chávez named his piece Xochipilli (“sho-chi-PEE-lee”) after a music god of this Mesoamerican
people, who played the yaohuehuetl to honor Huitzilopochtli.
ANSWER: Aztecs [or Mexica; prompt on Nahua or Nahuatl]
[10m] This city’s symphony orchestra premiered Sinfonía india in 1936, while it was led by Serge Koussevitzky.
That orchestra also premiered the indigenous-inspired Indian Suite, which Edward MacDowell composed while
living in this city, before he moved to New York.
ANSWER: Boston [accept Boston Symphony Orchestra; prompt on BSO]
<EG/JE, Auditory Arts>

2. Applying this scientist’s chaotic “cat” map on an image enough times reproduces the original image. For 10
points each:
[10h] Name this prolific Soviet educator and author of Mathematical Methods in Classical Mechanics. This scientist
extended work by Kolmogorov and Moser to prove that, for an integrable system undergoing a small enough
perturbation, some invariant tori will be conserved.
ANSWER: Vladimir Arnold [or Vladimir Igorevich Arnol’d]
[10m] KAM theory is concerned with integrable trajectories in this 6N-dimensional space, which is used to visualize
the evolution of systems in Hamiltonian mechanics. This space’s flows are incompressible by Liouville’s theorem.
ANSWER: phase space
[10e] The coordinates of phase space are the generalized coordinates q and this quantity for each coordinate. This
quantity symbolized p is equal to mass times velocity.
ANSWER: linear momentum
<VD, Physics>

3. These two writers smuggled satirical Soviet fiction into the West under the pseudonyms Abram Tertz and
Nikolay Arzhak. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name these two Soviet dissidents, whose 1966 show trial marked the end of relaxed literary censorship
characteristic of the Khrushchev Thaw.
ANSWER: Andrei Sinyavsky AND Yuli Daniel [accept Sinyavsky-Daniel trial]
[10e] In response to the Sinyavsky-Daniel trial, Vladimir Bukovsky organized demonstrations named for a
“meeting” described by this word. Mikhail Gorbachev sanctioned increased freedom of the press in a policy with
this name introduced alongside perestroika.
ANSWER: glasnost [accept glasnost “meeting”]
[10m] To circumvent suppression of speech, Soviet dissidents often self-published censored materials in this
underground practice, used to circulate the work of Boris Pasternak and Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn.
ANSWER: samizdat
<GP, European History>

4. Karen Barad developed their feminist “agential realism” out of the epistemological framework of this thinker. For
10 points each:
[10m] Name this philosopher-physicist, whom Jan Faye reads as an “objective anti-realist.” His correspondence and
complementarity principles are foundational to the Copenhagen interpretation.



ANSWER: Niels Bohr [or Niels Henrik David Bohr]
[10e] Bohr disagreed with Einstein’s scientific realism in a 1927 debate about the nature of this physical theory. In
Bohr’s interpretation of this theory, systems are probabilistic until measurement collapses their wavefunction.
ANSWER: quantum theory [or quantum mechanics]
[10h] Faye describes Bohr as a non-representationalist, but a holder of this realist position. This position introduced
by Nancy Cartwright and Ian Hacking holds that unobservable objects should be considered real if they can be
causally manipulated.
ANSWER: entity realism
<VD, Philosophy>

5. One novel by an author of this surname opens as Gorkha rebels force an aging judge and his household to prepare
tea for them. For 10 points each:
[10m] Give this surname shared by two related Indian authors. The elder wrote Fasting, Feasting, and the younger
won the 2006 Booker for The Inheritance of Loss.
ANSWER: Desai [accept Anita Desai or Kiran Desai]
[10h] In Anita Desai’s novel Fasting, Feasting, Uma sneaks her sick brother Arun pieces of an unripe fruit of this
sort. Sampath Chawla eats one of these “calm-looking” fruits and then absconds to live in a tree that grows them in a
Kiran Desai novel titled for them.
ANSWER: guavas [accept Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard]
[10e] In Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard, much of the title hullabaloo is caused by a liquor-stealing band of these
animals that Sampath befriends. A king of these animals named Hanumān helps Rāma rescue Sītā in the Rāmāyaṇa.
ANSWER: monkeys [accept langurs]
<HK, World Literature>

6. This figure created people from a leaf instead of rock, introducing death since leaves fall and rot. For 10 points
each:
[10m] Name this figure worshipped in the Pacific Northwest. Though he brought death, this figure also stole fire for
the world by either seducing its owner’s daughter or sticking a thorn into its owner’s foot.
ANSWER: Raven (The stories referenced are Raven stealing fire from Gray Eagle and Seagull.)
[10e] In a Melanesian story, people once renewed their youth by shedding this body part like snakes do. However,
an old woman put this wrinkled body part back on when her child failed to recognize her, introducing permanent
aging and death.
ANSWER: skin
[10h] The Zulu creator Unkulunkulu sent Lizard to tell men they will die and this animal to say that they won’t.
Lizard arrived first, so men die. In a Yoruba story, one of these animals named Agemo beat Olokun in a weaving
contest.
ANSWER: chameleon
<AY, Beliefs>

7. While interviewing this poet, the aspiring journalist Evangeline Fife is shocked by this poet’s comment on her
white cotton panties as well as his racist belief in the “Caucasian civilization.” For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this real-life poet who was fictionalized in the short story “Lovely, Dark, Deep.” That short story takes
its title from this author’s poem “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening.”
ANSWER: Robert (Lee) Frost
[10m] “Lovely, Dark, Deep,” is by this author. Arnold Friend forces Connie to go for a ride in his gold jalopy in this
author’s story “Where Are You Going, Where Have You Been?”
ANSWER: Joyce Carol Oates
[10h] In this Oates novel, Trick Monk befriends Jesse Vogel and his fiancée Helene, but collapses after reciting his
poetry to the couple at a diner. This novel is the last in its namesake “Quartet.”



ANSWER: Wonderland
<RW, American Literature>

8. At the behest of Vanuatan president-elect Walter Lini, Papuan troops suppressed the Nagriamel movement during
a “war” named for these objects. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name these objects. While stranded in the Solomon Islands during World War II, John F. Kennedy carved a
rescue message into one of these objects.
ANSWER: coconuts [or coconut shells; accept Coconut War; accept kokonas or Wo blo Kokonas]
[10h] The Nagriamel movement was influenced by this belief system practiced on the island of Tanna. Followers of
this belief system build symbolic runways to a namesake mythical American World War II soldier.
ANSWER: John Frum cargo cult [or cargo cult of John Frum; or John Frum kago kalt or kago kalt of John
Frum; accept “Brum” or “Prum” in place of “Frum;” prompt on cargo cults or kago kalts]
[10e] The Lavongai people of Papua New Guinea created a so-called cargo cult by voting for this politician to
represent them in order to mock Australian authorities. Walter Cronkite’s reports on the Tết Offensive influenced
this American president’s decision to not seek reelection in 1968.
ANSWER: Lyndon Baines Johnson [or LBJ; accept Johnson cult; prompt on Johnson]
<AS, World History>

9. The Clipperton Fracture Zone is a common site for an experimental deep-sea variant of this practice due to its
high concentration of nodules. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this practice, which may use steam injection as a tertiary recovery method. Modern companies engaged
in this practice use passive detection to identify areas of interest in this practice, as opposed to the classic method of
blowing something up.
ANSWER: mining [accept deep-sea mining or seabed mining or deep ocean mining; accept petroleum mining or
oil mining; accept any answer indicating mining the ocean floor; prompt on hydrocarbon detection or oil detection
or petroleum detection by asking, “What larger industry is that a part of?”]
[10m] The sediment plumes caused by dumping tailings from deep-sea mining increase this property of the water,
impeding filter-feeding mechanisms used by some seabed organisms. This property is measured with a Secchi disk.
ANSWER: turbidity
[10e] Deep-sea mining of the seafloor sulfide deposits from these features has contributed to habitat loss at
slow-spreading ridges. These features, found near volcanic sites, are home to populations of extremophilic bacteria.
ANSWER: hydrothermal vents [accept black smokers or white smokers]
<EG, Other Science: Earth Science>

10. James Ferguson’s “The Anti-Politics Machine” opens by criticizing a 1975 report by this institution that
erroneously claimed that Lesotho was a subsistence agriculture economy. For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this institution. With the IMF, this institution issued disastrous loans called structural adjustment
programs to developing countries that required the adoption of the neoliberal policies of the Washington Consensus.
ANSWER: World Bank
[10h] Arturo Escobar traces the origin of Western development discourse to the World Bank’s 1949 mission to this
country, where a team of experts under Lauchlin Currie created a top-down plan for its economic development.
ANSWER: Colombia [or Republic of Colombia or República de Colombia] (The book is Encountering
Development.)
[10m] In the 1970s, the World Bank began its program of Integrated Rural Development in order to address these
events. An influential analysis of these events developed the "entitlement approach" to studying them.
ANSWER: famines
<VD, Social Science: Political Science>



11. A Tracey Emin work in this medium that reads, “I Can Feel You Everywhere,” is installed above a mantle in
Kris Jenner’s home. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this medium used by Tracey Emin in several Kylie Jenner-owned works, such as The Kiss Was
Beautiful. Jenny Holzer used this medium to display text winding up the interior of the Guggenheim and her Truisms
in Times Square.
ANSWER: neon lights [or neon signs; or LED signs; do not accept or prompt on “projections”]
[10h] Kylie Jenner owns several Damien Hirst foil prints depicting these animals, which are part of Hirst’s I Love
You project. Paintings with the dead bodies of these animals are surrounded by ashtrays in Hirst’s In and Out of
Love.
ANSWER: butterflies [prompt on insects]
[10e] Emin and Hirst are part of a group of “Young Artists” from this country patronized by the Kardashians and
Charles Saatchi. This country is home to the Tate museums.
ANSWER: United Kingdom [or Great Britain; or UK; or United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland;
or England; accept Young British Artists]
<CM, Visual Arts>

12. Plants release volatile, methylated derivatives of these hormones into the air to stimulate proteinase inhibitor
synthesis. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this phytohormone. Phospholipase C signals for the release of this molecule’s precursor in the
octadecanoid pathway, alpha-linoleic acid, in response to herbivory.
ANSWER: jasmonates [accept jasmonic acids; accept methyl jasmonate; accept JA]
[10m] While jasmonates are associated with plant defense against biotrophs, this other compound’s signaling is
associated with defense against necrotrophs, explaining its antagonistic effect on jasmonate signaling. Pathogenesis-
related protein synthesis is stimulated by this compound, whose acetylated derivative is aspirin.
ANSWER: salicylic acid [or salicylate; or 2-hydroxybenzoic acid; or SA]
[10e] Both jasmonates and salicylic acid can stimulate this process of programmed cell death as part of
effector-triggered immunity.
ANSWER: apoptosis
<HK, Biology>

13. Answer the following about the spread of Christianity to the British Isles, for 10 points each.
[10h] At this 664 CE event, the Northumbrian king Oswiu chose to adhere to Roman conventions on tonsure and the
proper day to observe Easter instead of those adhered to by monks from Iona.
ANSWER: Synod of Whitby
[10m] A pope with this name directed Augustine to convert Aethelbert of Kent and establish Canterbury as the core
of English Christianity. That “great” pope with this name legendarily convinced Augustine to convert a group of
slaves, remarking they were “not Angles, but angels.”
ANSWER: Gregory [accept Gregory I or Gregory the Great]
[10e] That quote and accounts of the Synod of Whitby are recorded in an Ecclesiastical History of the English
People, produced by this “Venerable” Northumbrian monk.
ANSWER: Venerable Bede [or Saint Bede or Beda Venerabilis; accept Bæda in place of “Bede”]
<DC, British/Commonwealth History>

14. W.H. Auden’s long poem The Age of Anxiety uses a modified form of this poetic verse, as seen in its opening
line: “my deuce, my double, my dear image.” For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this verse form used to write The Dream of the Rood and most other Old English poetry. It is named for
a literary device in which words with the same initial sound appear consecutively.
ANSWER: alliterative verse [or alliterated verse; accept alliteration]



[10h] The Dream of the Rood appears alongside alliterative poems by Cynewulf (“KIH-nih-woolf”) and a group of
prose homilies in this Old English literature codex named for an Italian city.
ANSWER: Vercelli Book [or Vercelli Codex]
[10m] Long before Auden did it, many Middle English poets also revived the use of alliterative verse, such as in this
allegorical William Langland poem in which Will searches for salvation through a series of dreams.
ANSWER: Piers Plowman
<MB, British Literature>

15. House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy refused to assent to a commission formed to examine this date without
the promised investigations of “political violence” associated with left-wing groups such as Antifa. For 10 points
each:
[10e] Name this 2021 date on which supporters of Donald Trump overran the American Capitol Complex in protest
of the results of the 2020 election.
ANSWER: January 6, 2021 [accept National Commission to Investigate the January 6 Attack on the United States
Capitol Complex or January 6 Commission; prompt on 1/6/21 or 6/1/21 by asking the player to state the month’s
name]
[10m] This politician’s continued disavowal of the Capitol incident caused her May 2021 recall as chair of the
House Republican Conference. This politician and Bennie Thompson head the January 6 Commission.
ANSWER: Liz Cheney [or Elizabeth Lynne Cheney]
[10h] This only other Republican on the January 6 Commission was both shunned by his family and censured by the
Illinois GOP for his comments on the Capitol attack.
ANSWER: Adam Kinzinger [or Adam Daniel Kinzinger]
<KJ, Current Events>

16. In one narrative, the origins of these people are traced to Minister Yu’s Daughter, who was given a yukganjebi at
the age of 7 and assisted by the triplet sons of a monk. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name these people. Female examples of these people known as mudang recite bon-puri narratives during gut.
ANSWER: shamans [or shamanesses or mu or baksu or tangol or musogin; accept but DO NOT reveal Korean
shamans]
[10e] Many bon-puri, such as that of the Shaman Ancestor Goddess, are from Jeju Island, which lies off the tip of
this peninsula. Epic narratives from this peninsula document the founding of dynasties like the Goryeo and Silla.
ANSWER: Korean peninsula
[10h] Origin stories for deities like Munsin, a god of these places, are found in Bon-puri narratives. A Chinese idiom
refers to a legend that a carp becomes a dragon by leaping over one of these places atop a waterfall.
ANSWER: gates [accept doors or Lǐ yuè lóngmén]
<AY, Beliefs>

17. Federico García Lorca invoked Pastora Pavón, a singer of this dance’s music nicknamed “La Niña de los
Peines,” to illustrate his concept of duende, the force that “everyone feels and no philosopher has explained.” For 10
points each:
[10e] Name this Andalusian dance of Roma origins. Performers of this dance play castanets and wear red dresses
with tight-fitting upper halves and long, ruffled trains.
ANSWER: flamenco
[10m] In the second act of this ballet choreographed by Léonide Massine, the Miller dances an intense form of
flamenco known as a farruca. Pablo Picasso designed the set for this Manuel de Falla ballet.
ANSWER: The Three-Cornered Hat [or El sombrero de tres picos or Le Tricorne]
[10h] In The Three-Cornered Hat, the Miller’s Wife performs this other dance that influenced flamenco subgenres.
In Goyescas, Enrique Granados wrote one of these dances “by Candlelight,” meant to be “sung and danced slowly,
with much rhythm.”



ANSWER: fandango [accept “Fandango by Candlelight”]
<AY, Other Arts: Dance>

18. Polly Arnold’s group develops catalysts from these elements, which are attractive because they form high-
coordination complexes that are mostly ionic. For 10 points each:
[10e] Name these f-block elements. They sit above the actinides in the periodic table.
ANSWER: lanthanides
[10m] Part of the power of lanthanide catalysts is that they undergo this organometallic reaction very quickly. In
cisplatin, this reaction for ammonia occurs opposite a chloride ligand as a result of the trans effect.
ANSWER: ligand substitution [accept ligand exchange]
[10h] Arnold has synthesized several lanthanide catalysts with N-heterocyclic examples of these compounds as
ligands. Second-generation Grubbs catalysts replaced the phosphine with one of these Lewis basic compounds.
ANSWER: carbenes [accept persistent carbenes or N-heterocyclic carbenes]
<VD, Chemistry>

19. In response to a reporter’s insistence that he have sex with her, this character replies, “Bang, if that’s what you
want,” before shooting him with a pistol. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this character who murders the tabloid reporter Werner Tötges over misleading news stories that portray
her as a left-wing terrorist’s accomplice.
ANSWER: Katharina Blum [or Katharina Blum; accept The Lost Honour of Katharina Blum or Die Verlorene
Ehre der Katharina Blum]
[10e] This author of The Lost Honor of Katharina Blum was lambasted by the tabloid paper Bild-Zeitung for his
support of due process for left-wing terrorists. This author also wrote Billiards at Half-Past Nine.
ANSWER: Heinrich Böll [or Heinrich Theodor Böll]
[10m] This friend of Böll wrote politically in his poem “What Must Be Said.” The protagonist of a novel by this
author leads a group of terrorists called “The Dusters” before he is sent to an asylum for Sister Dorothea’s murder.
ANSWER: Günter Grass [or Günter Wilhelm Grass] (The novel is The Tin Drum.)
<GP, European Literature>

20. Nebraska Senator George Norris prevented Henry Ford’s proposals to build a private dam as part of this
corporation’s modernization, only to pass similar legislation of his own in Congress. For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this New Deal corporation. Under the conditions of this corporation’s formation, two nitrate plants were
created near Muscle Shoals to increase soil quality in its namesake region.
ANSWER: Tennessee Valley Authority [or TVA]
[10m] This 1940 presidential candidate strongly opposed the formation of the TVA, arguing that the promotion of
public utilities was preventing the US from investment that would help it recover.
ANSWER: Wendell Willkie [or Wendell Lewis Willkie or Lewis Wendell Willkie]
[10h] During a diplomatic visit to China, Willkie had an affair with this woman. This woman founded the New Life
Movement and made several diplomatic trips to the US in the 1930s.
ANSWER: Soong Mei-Ling [or Sòng Měilíng; prompt on Soong; prompt on Madame Chiang Kai-Shek]
<KJ, American History>


